Pan Safety Shovel w/ 10” BladeHandle Cap
Series 6895SS

Safety Cap
Cap allows this to be used as a large scoop to
move large amounts of bulk material

Durable and Wide Blade
Chemical resistant blade works well with a
variety of material, and the width allows for
efficiency

Remco’s polypropylene safety shovel is tough and lightweight. It is a workhorse for moving bulk
materials in industrial settings. This unit has a short handle cap that is intended for one-handed
scooping.

Pan Safety Shovel w/ 10” Blade- Handle Cap
6895SS
Available in green and black only
The Pan Safety Shovel is wide enough

Specifications:

to efficiently move large amounts of

Length: 20.9”

bulk material easily. The chemical-

Width: 10.2”

resistant and non-sparking blade is

Height: 4.9”

ideal for use in sensitive environments.

Material: Polypropylene

Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the
base part number to denote color.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Unit Weight: 1.5 lbs.

Fully updated product specifications are available at Remcoproducts.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk
of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and
storage brackets, and years of experience building effective
color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation
can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify
different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can
more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning
procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards.

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.
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